Abstract. In this paper, the aim is to symmetrically permute the rows and columns of a given sparse symmetric matrix so that the profile of the permuted matrix is minimized. We formulate this permutation problem by first defining the m-way ordered hypergraph partitioning (moHP) problem and then showing the correspondence between profile minimization and moHP problems. For solving the moHP problem, we propose a recursive-bipartitioning-based hypergraph partitioning algorithm, which we refer to as the moHP algorithm. This algorithm achieves a linear part ordering via left-toright bipartitioning. In this algorithm, we utilize fixed vertices and two novel cut-net manipulation techniques in order to address the minimization objective of the moHP problem. We show the correctness of the moHP algorithm and describe how the existing partitioning tools can be utilized for its implementation. Experimental results on an extensive set of matrices show that the moHP algorithm obtains a : smaller profile than the state-of-the-art profile reduction algorithms, which then results in considerable improvements in the factorization runtime in a direct solver.
1. Introduction. The focus of this work is to minimize the envelope size, i.e., profile, of a given m × m sparse symmetric matrix A = (a ij ) through symmetric row/column permutation. The envelope of A, E(A), is defined as the set of index pairs in each row that lie between the first nonzero entry and the diagonal. That is, E(A) = {(i, j) : f c(i) ≤ j < i, i = 1, 2, . . . , m}, where f c(i) denotes the column index of the first nonzero entry in row i, i.e., f c(i) = min{j : a ij = 0}. The size of the envelope of A is referred to as the profile of A, which is denoted by P (A). Note that ::: the : profile can also be expressed as the sum of row widths in :: an : envelope, that is,
(i − f c(i)).
Diaz et al. ::::: Díaz, ::::: Petit, :::: and :::::: Serna : [16] describe a number of graph layout problems which are similar or equivalent to the profile minimization problem and the application areas of these problems. The profile minimization problem arises in various applications. The greatest attention given to this problem is from the scientific computing domain due to improving the performance of the sparse solvers. Basically, sparse Gaussian elimination benefits from an ordering of the input matrix with small profile in terms of both storage A3 2. Preliminaries. A hypergraph H = (V, N ) is defined as a set of n vertices V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } and a set of m nets N = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n m }. In H, each net n i ∈ N connects a subset of vertices in V, which is denoted by P ins(n i ). The vertices in P ins(n i ) are also referred to as the pins of n i . Each vertex v i ∈ V is assigned a weight, which is denoted by w(v i ). Each net n i ∈ N is assigned a cost, which is denoted by c(n i ). Π = {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V K } is a K-way partition of H if the parts in Π are nonempty, mutually disjoint, : and exhaustive. For a given partition Π, a net n i is said to connect a part V k if it has pins in V k , i.e., P ins(n i ) ∩ V k = ∅. Net n i is said to be cut if it connects multiple parts in Π, and uncut/internal, otherwise. The cutsize of Π is defined as the sum of the costs of the cut nets, that is : , :
where N c denotes the set of cut nets in Π. The weight W (V k ) of a part V k is defined as the sum of the weights of the vertices in V k , i.e., W (V k ) = vi∈V k w(v i ). Given K and values, the hypergraph partitoning (HP) :::::::::: partitioning :::: (HP) : problem is defined as the problem of finding a K-way partition of a given hypergraph so that the cutsize (1) is minimized and a balance on the weights of the parts is maintained by the constraint
Here, denotes the maximum allowable imbalance ratio on the weights of the parts. The HP problem with fixed vertices is a constrained version of the HP problem where : , : for each part, a subset of vertices can be preassigned to that part before partitioning in such a way that, at the end of the partitioning, they remain in the parts to which they are preassigned. These vertices are called fixed vertices. The set of vertices that :::::
which : are fixed to part V k is denoted by F k for k = 1, 2, . . . , K. The rest of the vertices are called free vertices as they can be assigned to any part. If K = 2, then Π = {V 1 , V 2 } is also referred to as a bipartition. We use Π = V L , V R to denote a bipartition in which the order of the parts is relevant. Here, V L and V R respectively : , :::::::::::: respectively, : denote the left and right parts. In case of bipartitoning :::::::::::: bipartitioning : with fixed vertices, F L and F R denote the sets of vertices that are fixed to V L and V R , respectively.
For a given sparse matrix A, the row-net hypergraph H = (V, N ) [9] is formed as follows. As hinted ::::::
implied : by the name, each row i in A is represented by a net n i in N . In a dual manner, each column j in A is represented by a vertex v j in V. For each nonzero entry a ij in A, net n i connects vertex v j in H.
3. The m-way ordered hypergraph partitioning formulation. In this section, we first define a variant of the HP problem, the moHP problem, and then show how the profile minimization problem can be formulated as an moHP problem.
3.1. The m-way ordered hypergraph partitioning (moHP) problem. In the moHP problem, we use a special form of partition which is referred to as mway ordered partition (Π mo ). Consider a hypergraph H = (V, N ) with m vertices, that is, V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m }. A partition of H is an m-way ordered partition if each part contains exactly one vertex and the parts are subject to an order. We use Π mo = V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V m to denote an m-way ordered partition. a sample m-way ordered partition of a hypergraph with m = 8 vertices. In this figure, V 1 = {v 5 }, V 2 = {v 8 }, and so on. Given an m-way ordered partition Π mo , the position of a vertex v i , φ(v i ), is defined as the order of the part that contains v i . That is, φ(v i ) = k if and only if V k = {v i }. For example, φ(v 1 ) = 3 in Figure 1 . The leftmost vertex f i of a net n i is defined as the pin of n i with the minimum position. That is,
For example, f 3 = v 1 in Figure 1 . The left span of a net n i , ls(n i ), is defined as the difference between the positions of vertices v i and f i . That is,
Here, we assume that v i ∈ P ins(n i ) for each n i ∈ N , ; : thus, ls(n i ) is nonnegative. For example, ls(n 3 ) = 5 − 3 = 2 in Figure 1 .
The cost of an m-way ordered partition Π mo is defined as the sum of the left spans of the nets in N . That is, (4) cost(Π mo ) = ni∈N ls(n i ).
For example, the cost of the m-way partiton :::::::: partition : in Figure 1 is 8. Note that the cost formulation in (4) is quite different than :::: from : the traditional cutsize definition in (1).
Definition 1 (the moHP problem). Consider a hypergraph H = (V, N ) with vertex set V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m } and net set N = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n m }. Assume that v i ∈ P ins(n i ) for each net n i ∈ N . Then, the moHP problem is the problem of finding an m-way ordered partition Π mo of H so that the cost given in (4) is minimized.
3.2.
Formulation. The following theorem shows how the profile minimization problem can be formulated as an moHP problem. Theorem 2. Let H(A) = (V, N ) be the row-net hypergraph of an m × m structurally symmetric sparse matrix A with a ii = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , m. An m-way ordered partition Π om of H(A) can be decoded as a row/column permutation P for A so that minimizing the cost of Π mo corresponds to minimizing the profile of the permuted matrix P AP T .
Proof. Consider an m-way ordered partition Π mo of H(A), which is decoded as a row/column permutation for A in such a way that the order of row/column i in the permuted matrix P AP T is the position φ(v i ) of vertex v i in Π mo . That is, the permutation matrix P is formulated as where p i is a column vector with all zeros except the φ(v i )'th entrybeing :: th :::::: entry, ::::: which :: is : equal to 1 , for i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Consider a row i in P AP T . Note that a ii is the φ(v i )'th diagonal entry of P AP T . Let C i denote the set of the columns in which row i has a nonzero entry. By the row-net hypergraph formulation, v j ∈ P ins(n i ) if and only if j ∈ C i . Since the order of each column j ∈ C i in P AP T is set to be φ(v j ), the column representing vertex f i has the first nonzero entry of row i in P AP T . Thus, the contribution of row i to the profile of P AP T is equal to the left span of n i in Π mo . Hence, the profile of P AP T is equal to the cost of Π mo . Therefore, minimizing the cost of Π mo corresponds to minimizing the profile of P AP T .
Figure 2 displays a sample 8 × 8 structurally symmetric sparse matrix A with 22 nonzero entries and the row-net hypergraph H(A) of A with 8 vertices, 8 nets : , and 22 pins. The figure also displays an m-way ordered partition of H(A) and the permuted matrix P AP T induced by this partition. For example, consider row 3 in A. As seen in the figure, row 3 is ordered as the fifth row in P AP T since φ(v 3 ) = 5. The left span of net n 3 , which represents row 3, is computed as ls(
Note that the contribution of row 3 to the profile of P AP T is also 2, which is equal to ls(n 3 ). The profile of P AP T is 8, which is equal to the cost of the given m-way ordered partition.
4. Recursive-bipartitioning-based moHP algorithm. This section describes the proposed moHP algorithm, which aims at finding an m-way ordered partition of a given hypergraph with minimum cost. The moHP algorithm is based on the well-known recursive bipartitioning (RB) paradigm and adopts a left-to-right bipar-Algorithm 1. Initial call to the recursive moHP algorithm. Require: m × m struct. sym. sparse matrix A with nonzero diagonal entries
Order row/column i as the φ(v i )'th row/column in P AP T 6: return P AP T titioning approach. In this approach, a natural order is assumed on the parts of each bipartition : , : and the final partitions of the left and right parts are combined in such a way that their respective orderings are preserved. Recall that the partitioning cost is defined as the sum of the left spans of the nets in (4) . Within the left-to-right bipartitioning approach, the moHP algorithm utilizes fixed vertices in order to target the minimization of these left span values.
4.1.
Overall description. Algorithm 1 shows the initial invocation of the recursive moHP algorithm. This algorithm first forms the row-net hypergraph H(A) of the input m × m structurally symmetric sparse matrix A. In H(A), each vertex is assigned a unit weight and each net is assigned a unit cost, that is, w(v i ) = 1 for each v i ∈ V and c(n i ) = 1 for each n i ∈ N . Then, the moHP algorithm is invoked on H(A) with empty fixed-vertex sets F L and F R , and at the end of this invocation, an m-way ordered partition Π mo of H(A) is returned. Π mo is then utilized to symmetrically permute the rows and columns of A in such a way that row/colum ::::::: column i is ordered as the φ(v i )'th row/column in the permuted matrix P AP T . Algorithm 2 shows the basic steps of the recursive moHP algorithm. This algorithm takes a hypergraph H = (V, N ) and fixed-vertex sets F L ⊆ V and F R ⊆ V as input and returns an m -way ordered partition of H, where m denotes the number of free vertices in H. Note that m = m for the initial invocation of this algorithm. The base case and the recursive step of the moHP algorithm are covered in lines 1-2 and 3-8 ::: 1-2 :::: and :::: 3-8, respectively. In the base case, i.e., when there is exactly one free vertex in V, the singleton partition v i is returned, where v i denotes that free vertex. In the recursive step, i.e., when there are multiple free vertices in V, an ordered bipartition Π = V L , V R of H is first obtained. In this bipartitioning, the objective is to minimize the left-cut-net metric (5), which is to be explained in section 4.2. The value to be used in this bipartitioning (see (2) ) is investigated in section 5. After Π is obtained, the FORM algorithm is invoked in order to form new As seen in the recursive invocations of the moHP algorithm in lines 6 and 7, the old fixed-vertex sets F L and F R associated with the current hypergraph H are inherited to :: by the new hypergraphs H L and H R . That is, the left-fixed-vertex set F L and the right-fixed-vertex set F R of H become the left-fixed-vertex set of H L and the right-fixed-vertex set of H R , respectively. In other words, the vertices that become AQ: OK as edited? Net-left : splitting and net duplication are applied on n b and ng, respectively. fixed to the left/right part in an invocation of the moHP algorithm remain fixed to the left/right part in the further recursive invocations.
4.2.
Left-cut-net metric. Consider the ordered bipartition Π = V L , V R obtained in line 4 of Algorithm 2. Recall that a cut net is defined as a net connecting multiple parts. For encoding the minimization objective of the moHP problem in individual bipartitioning steps, we introduce a special type of cut net, which is referred to as left-cut net. A net n i is said to be a left-cut net if v i is assigned to V R and at least one pin of n i is assigned to V L . Figure 3 displays sample cut nets, n b and n g , where n g is a left-cut net while n b is not.
The set of the left-cut nets, which is denoted by N c , is formulated as
While obtaining the ordered bipartition Π of H, the objective is to minimize the left-cut-net metric, which is defined as the number of left-cut nets in Π, i.e.,
Section 4.4 shows the correctness of this bipartitioning objective in terms of minimizing the cost of the m-way ordered partition obtained by the moHP algorithm, whereas section 4.5 describes how existing partitioning tools can be utilized for encapsulating this bipartitioning objective.
4.3.
Forming H L and H R by novel cut-net manipulation techniques. Algorithm 3 displays the basic steps of the FORM algorithm. As input, it takes a hypergraph H = (V, N ) and an ordered bipartition Π = V L , V R of H, and it returns new hypergraphs H L and H R with fixed-vertex sets F LR and F RL . This algorithm goes over each net n i in N and depending on the distribution of the pins of n i in Π, it includes n i in either net set N L or net set N R or both. If n i is internal to V L (i.e., P ins(n i ) ⊆ V L ), then it is included in N L as is. Similarly, if n i is internal to V R (i.e., P ins(n i ) ⊆ V R ), then it is included in N R as is. The moHP algorithm handles the cut nets by two novel techniques as follows. If n i is a cut net, but not a left-cut one (i.e., v i ∈ P ins(n i ) ∩ V L and P ins(n i ) ∩ V R = ∅), then the net-left-splitting technique is applied. In this technique, even though n i has pins in both V L and V R , it is only included in N L with its pins that are assigned to V L . If n i is a left-cut net (i.e., P ins(n i ) ∩ V L = ∅ and v i ∈ P ins(n i ) ∩ V R ), then the net-duplication technique is applied. In this technique, n i is copied to both N L and N R with its complete pin set despite the fact that neither V L nor V R genuinely contains all of n i 's pins. In lines 12 and 13 of the algorithm, lef tpins and rightpins denote the sets of the pins of n i in V L and V R , respectively. The vertices in rightpins are added to vertex set V L and they are fixed to the right part of H L , i.e., included in F LR . In a dual manner, the vertices in lef tpins are added to vertex set V R and they are fixed to the left part of H R , i.e., included in F RL . After all nets in N are considered, new hypergraphs
each net in H L and H R is assigned a unit cost. Each free vertex in H L and H R is assigned a unit weight, whereas each fixed vertex is assigned a zero weight. Finally, hypergraphs H L and H R and fixed-vertex sets F LR and F RL are returned. net-left-splitting :::: and :::::::::::::: net-duplication techniques. In the figures throughout the paper, fixed vertices are denoted by triangles pointing a direction, whereas free vertices are denoted by circles. Each vertex fixed to the left part is denoted by a triangle pointing left, whereas each vertex fixed to the right part is denoted by a triangle pointing right. Note that for any net n i , vertex v i is special compared to the other pins of n i since the part assignment of v i determines whether cut net n i is left-cut or not. Therefore, the connection of n i to v i is drawn thicker in the figures for any net n i . Figure 4 displays an example for the moHP algorithm run on the hypergraph given in Figure 2 . In Figure 4 , each rectangular shape with a green border and a white background denotes a hypergraph to be bipartitioned during the moHP algorithm, whereas each rectangular shape with a yellow background denotes a part in an ordered bipartition. To be able to refer ::
to the individual hypergraphs, we label them with a Matlab-like ::::::::: MATLAB :::: like notation according to their coverage on the parts of the resulting m-way ordered partition. For example, the initial hypergraph H is labeled with H 1:8 since it covers all eight parts in the resulting m-way ordered partition, while the left and right hypergraphs obtained by bipartitioning H 1:8 are labeled with H 1:4 and H 5:8 , respectively. Each left-cut net in the figure is shown in a gray background. Consider the ordered bipartition Π of H 1:8 . Note that nets n 1 , n 3 , and n 4 are cut in Π, whereas only n 3 is left-cut among them. Then, lef t-cut-net(Π) = 1 for this bipartition. Since n 1 and n 4 are cut but not left-cut, the net-left splitting ::::::::::::::
net-left-splitting : technique is applied on them, that is, they are only included in the left hypergraph H L = H 1:4 with their respective pins assigned to the left part V L . Since n 3 is left-cut, the net duplication technique is applied on it, that is, n 3 is included in both hypergraphs H L = H 1:4 and H R = H 5:8 . Due to the net duplication, the vertices in rightpins = {v 3 , v 6 } are added to the left hypergraph H 1:4 as right-AQ: Figures will be color online but black and white in print. Should we add "(color available online)" after "bipartition" on line 5 of this paragraph? Or would you rather change "yellow" to "gray" as you have below and "green" to "black"?
else if P ins(n i ) ⊆ V R then n i is an internal net in V R 7:
else if v i ∈ V L then n i is cut, but not left-cut: net-left splitting 9:
else n i is left-cut: net duplication 12:
F LR ← F LR ∪ rightpins rightpins are copied to H L as right-fixed 17:
F RL ← F RL ∪ lef tpins lef tpins are copied to H R as left-fixed
fixed, whereas the vertices in lef tpins = {v 4 , v 1 } are added to the right hypergraph H 5:8 as left-fixed.
4.4.
Correctness of the moHP algorithm. In this section, Theorem 7 shows that minimizing the left-cut-net metric (5) in each bipartition of the moHP algorithm corresponds to minimizing the cost (4) of resulting m-way ordered partition. Before that, we provide a brief discussion on the special pins and give some definitions and lemmas to be used in Theorem 7.
We first show that v i ∈ P ins(n i ) for each net n i during the entire moHP algorithm. Note that v i ∈ P ins(n i ) for each net in the initial row-net hypergraph. Consider a net n i in a hypergraph H = (V, N ) on which the moHP algorithm is invoked and assume that v i ∈ P ins(n i ) for each n i ∈ N . If n i is included in H L or H R as is (lines 5 and 7 in Algorithm 3), then v i ∈ P ins(n i ) trivially. If net-left splitting is applied on n i (lines 9-10 :::: 9-10 : in Algorithm 3), then v i ∈ P ins(n i ) since v i ∈ V L . If net duplication is applied on n i (lines 12-19 ::::: 12-19 : in Algorithm 3), then v i ∈ P ins(n i ) for both copies of n i in H L and H R since the whole pin set of n i is duplicated to H L and H R .
For the nets in the moHP algorithm, we introduce four different states that indicate the connections of the nets to fixed vertices. We call a net n i (i) free , if it connects no fixed vertices, (ii) left-anchored , if it connects some left-fixed vertices but no right-fixed ones, (iii) right-anchored , if it connects some right-fixed vertices but no left-fixed ones, (iv) left-right-anchored , if it connects some left-fixed and some right-fixed vertices. Recall that new fixed vertices are only introduced by the net duplication :::::::::::::
net-duplication operation and fixed vertices remain fixed in the descendant invocations of the moHP algorithm. Hence, if a net n i is right-anchored or left-right-anchored, it implies that n i became left-cut in a bipartition performed in an earlier invocation, and among the two copies of n i formed after that bipartition, this copy is the one added to the left hypergraph connecting right-fixed vertices that include v i . Therefore, for each right-anchored or left-right-anchored net n i , the special pin of n i , i.e., v i , is among its right-fixed pins. With a dual reasoning, for each free or left-anchored net n i , the special pin of n i is among its free pins. Finally, for each free or right-anchored net n i , pin f i is among its free pins. Figure 5 displays a state diagram for the states of a net n i changing through the recursive invocations of the moHP algorithm. Note that all nets are free in the initial invocation of the moHP algorithm, : ; : so is n i . Since the pins of n i become fixed vertices only after applying net duplication on n i , n i stays free as long as it does not become left-cut. If n i becomes left-cut, net duplication copies it to H L and H R so that it becomes right-anchored and left-anchored in H L and H R , respectively. Similar to the free nets, left-anchored and right-anchored nets do not change their states until they become left-cut. If a left-anchored net n i becomes left-cut, then , it becomes left-right-anchored in H L while remaining left-anchored in H R after net duplication. In a dual manner, if a right-anchored net n i becomes left-cut, then , it becomes left-right-anchored in H R while remaining right-anchored in H L after net duplication. Left-right-anchored nets are doomed to become left-cut in all further bipartitionings, ; : hence, a left-right-anchored net n i remains in the same state in both H L and H R .
The recursive invocations of the moHP algorithm forms :::: form : a hypothetical full binary tree, which is referred to as an RB tree [1, 2, 38] . Each node in the RB tree represents a hypergraph H on which the moHP algorithm is invoked. If H contains a single free vertex, which is the base case of the moHP algorithm, then the corresponding node is a leaf node, :
; otherwise, it has one left and one right child nodes ::::
node, respectively representing H L and H R obtained in line 5 of Algorithm 2. The RB tree rooted at the node corresponding to hypergraph H is denoted by T H . Figure 4 displays a sample RB tree with m = 8 leaf nodes.
Given a net n i in a hypergraph H = (V, N ) and an RB tree T H , let µ(n i , T H ) denote the number of bipartitions in T H in which n i is left-cut. In the following lemmas and theorem, we abuse the notation and use Π ∈ T H to refer to the fact that bipartition Π is performed in one of the nodes of T H . The following lemmas provide the formulation of µ(n i , T H ) for each different state of n i . Each of Lemmas 3, 4, and 5 is used in the proof(s) of the subsequent lemma(s), whereas Lemma 6 is used in the proof of Theorem ::: the ::::::: theorem. Although we skip the proofs of these lemmas and refer the reader to the Appendix ::::::::: Appendix :: A for them, we present all of the lemmas in this section for the sake of completeness. In these lemmas,V denotes the set of free nodes in H, i.e.,V = V − (F L ∪ F R ).
is equal to the number of free nodes in H minus one, that is,
is equal to the number of free nodes in H that are ordered after f i in Π mo , that is,
is equal to the number of free nodes at H that are ordered before v i in Π mo , that is,
is equal to the number of free nodes in H that are ordered between f i and v i in Π mo inclusive minus one, that is,
Theorem 7. Consider a hypergraph H = (V, N ) on which the moHP algorithm is initially invoked, where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m }, N = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n m }, and v i ∈ P ins(n i ) for each net n i ∈ N . Minimizing the left-cut-net metric in each bipartition performed in the moHP algorithm corresponds to minimizing the cost of the resulting m-way ordered partition Π mo of H.
Proof. Consider an m-way ordered partition Π mo of H obtained by the moHP algorithm and the left span of a net n i in H. Note that all nets in H are free, : ; so is n i . Recall that ls(n i ) is defined as φ(
Then, by Lemma 6,
Recall that in (4), cost(Π mo ) is defined as the sum of the left spans of the nets in H, ; then by (6),
Since µ(n i , T H ) is equal to the number of bipartitions in T H in which n i is left-cut, it can also be expressed as
Net n i in H and the net pair (n i , n i ) added to H for n i .
Here, N Π lc denotes the set of left-cut nets in Π. Then, cost(Π mo ) can be formulated as
Since cost(Π mo ) = Π∈T H lef t-cut-net(Π), minimizing the left-cut-net metric in each bipartition in the moHP algorithm corresponds to minimizing the cost of the resulting m-way partition.
4.5.
Minimizing the left-cut-net metric. Currently, no existing tool is able to bipartition a given hypergraph with the objective of minimizing the left-cut metric (5). For this reason, in this section, we formulate the bipartitioning problem with the objective of minimizing the left-cut-net metric as an ordinary hypergraph bipartitioning problem with the objective of minimizing the usual cutsize (1) .
Let H = (V, N ) be a hypergraph which is bipartitioned in line 4 of Algorithm 2. We first transform H into an extended hypergraph which is denoted by H = (V , N ). In this transformation, we introduce new vertices v L and v R to the extended vertex set V in addition to the existing ones in V. That is, V = V ∪{v L , v R }. Vertices v L and v R arerespectively : , ::::::::::: respectively, : fixed to the left and right parts, so , : ; :: so : the fixed-vertex sets F L and F R of H are obtained from the fixed-vertex sets F L and F R of H by F L = F L ∪{v L } and F R = F R ∪{v R }, respectively. Moreover, for each net n i ∈ N , we add an updated version of n i and a new net n i to the extended net set N . Net n i is updated by the addition of v R to its pin set, that is, P ins(n i ) ← P ins(n i )∪{v R }. The new net n i connects only v i and v L , that is, P ins(n i ) = {v i , v L }. Figure 6 displays an example net n i in H and the net pair (n i , n i ) added to H for n i .
A bipartition Π = V L , V R of the extended hypergraph H can be decoded as a bipartition Π = V L , V R of H by simply removing the newly added vertices v L and v R from Π . Note that v L ∈ V L and v R ∈ V R due to being fixed to the respective part, : ; hence, V L = V L − {v L } and V R = V R − {v R }. The following theorem shows the correspondence between the cutsize (1) of the bipartition Π of the extended hypergraph H and the left-cut-net metric (5) of the ordered bipartition Π = V L , V R of H. AQ: Should this be "left-cut-net metric" as in the section heading?
Proof. We first show the following:
• both n i and n i are cut in Π if n i is left-cut in Π (Case 1),
• one of n i and n i is cut in Π , otherwise (Case 2). (Case 1). Assume that n i is left-cut in Π. Then, v i ∈ V R and there exists v j ∈ P ins(n i ) such that v j ∈ V L . It is clear that j = i. Then, v i ∈ V R and v j ∈ V L in Π . Thus, n i is cut in Π , since it connects both V L and V R , respectively : , due to pins v L ∈ V L and v i ∈ V R . Similarly, n i is cut in Π since it connects both V L and V R , respectively : , due to pins v j ∈ V L and v i ∈ V R . (Case 2.a). Next, assume that n i is not left-cut in Π and v i ∈ V L . Then, v i ∈ V L in Π . Thus, n i is not cut in Π , since it connects only V L , : ; : i.e., both of its pins (v i and v L ) reside in V L . On the other hand, n i is cut in Π , since it connects both V L and V R , respectively, : due to pins v i ∈ V L and v R ∈ V R .
(Case 2.b). Finally, assume that n i is not left-cut in Π and v i ∈ V R . If there existed any pins of n i in V L , then n i would be left-cut, : ; : hence, all pins of n i reside in V R in Π. Note that v R is added to the pin set of n i in H and v R ∈ V R . Then n i is not cut in Π , since all pins of n i reside in V R . On the other hand, n i is cut in Π , since it connects both V L and V R , respectively, : due to pins v L ∈ V L and v i ∈ V R .
Since there exist two cut nets in Π for each left-cut net in Π, and one cut net in Π for each other net in H, the cutsize of Π is equal to the left-cut-net metric in Π plus the number of nets in H, that is,
Since |N | is fixed, minimizing the cutsize of Π (1) corresponds to minimizing the left-cut-net metric in Π (5). ; hence, cutsize(Π ) = |N | + lef t-cut-net(Π).
Experiments.
In this section, we provide the implementation details of the proposed moHP algorithm and the experimental results that compare the performance of the moHP algorithm against those of the state-of-the-art profile reduction algorithms on an extensive dataset. Our experiments are three-fold ::::::::
threefold: • sensitivity-analysis experiments that compare six different parameter settings for the moHP algorithm in terms of profile and runtime (section 5.3), • experiments that compare the moHP algorithm against three baseline algorithms in terms of profile and runtime (section 5.4), and • experiments that compare the moHP algorithm against the best baseline algorithm in terms of the factorization performance in a direct sparse solver (section 5.5). All experiments are conducted on a Linux workstation equipped with four 18-core CPUs (Intel Xeon Processor E7-8860 v4) and 256 GB of memory.
Implementation.
Recall that in the proposed moHP algorithm, recursion stops when the current hypergraph contains exactly one free vertex. However, : in our implementation, we allow the flexibility of early stopping when the number of free vertices in the current hypergraph is smaller than or equal to a threshold, which is denoted by t. We refer to this scheme as early stopping. Note that early stopping with t = 1 is equivalent to the original moHP algorithm. Using t > 1 results in an ordered partition with multiple vertices in each part. This partition induces a partial permutation on the rows/columns of the input matrix in such a way that the rows/columns corresponding to the vertices in part V k are ordered before those corresponding to the vertices in part V k+1 and after those corresponding to the vertices in part V k−1 . In order to determine the internal orderings of the resulting row/column blocks, we adapt and use the weighted greed heuristic proposed for profile reduction in [27] . In the original version of this heuristic, a row/column which maximizes a weight function is selected at each iteration and ordered in the right/bottom of the matrix. In our algorithm, we run this heuristic once for each row/column block so that the selection only considers the rows/columns inside the corresponding block.
The motivation for early stopping is that the quality of the bipartitions obtained by multi-level ::::::::: multilevel : partitioning tools on very small hypergraphs may not always ::
be : worth the total runtime of these many bipartitionings on small hypergraphs. Early stopping enables us to exploit the trade-off between the quality and the runtime of the proposed algorithm. Note that the early-stopping scheme with t = α saves at least log α recursion levels from incurring bipartitioning overhead while losing the merit of performing these unrealized recursion levels. Hence, using a larger threshold results in a faster reordering with a larger profile. The experimental results that compare the performance of the moHP algorithm for varying threshold values are given in section 5.3.
Since the ultimate goal of the proposed model is to obtain an ordering rather than a balanced partitioning, we use a loose balance constraint, i.e., a large value in (2) , in the bipartitionings performed in the proposed algorithm. Using a looser constraint widens the solution space , :::: and hence is likely to result in a better quality. The experimental results that compare the performance of the moHP algorithm for varying values are given in section 5.3.
The proposed algorithm is implemented in C and compiled using gcc version 4.9.2 with optimization level two. All source code is available for download.
1 In each bipartitioning step, PaToH is used as the hypergraph partitioner. In the preliminary experiments, we observed that the performance of the proposed algorithm varies with the parameters of PaToH (see manual [10] ) and using Sweep (the vertex visit order), Absorption Matching (the coarsening algorithm)and Kernihgan-Lin , :::: and :::::::::::::
Kernihgan-Lin : (the refinement algorithm) generally gives a better result. Note that the extended hypergraph H is obtained from each hypergraph H to be bipartitioned in line 4 of Algorithm 2. In our efficient implementation, the FORM algorithm obtains the extended hypergraphs H L and H R directly from the extended hypergraph H , instead of first forming H L and H R and then obtaining H L and H R .
Dataset.
The experiments are conducted on an extensive dataset of symmetric matrices obtained from the SuiteSparse (formerly known as UFL) Sparse Matrix Collection [13] . This dataset is formed by merging the following sets of matrices:
• 131 matrices that are used in the well-known profile reduction works. Since these works were published some time ago, some of these matrices are small in :: by : today's standards. These matrices are all symmetric and include : -the 18 matrices in Kumfert and Pothen's collection, which is used in [3, 7, 29, 30, 35, 36] , -the 8 matrices in the NASA collection, which is used in [3, 27] , -the 44 AA T matrices 2 with more than 1000 rows in the Netlib Linear Programming Problem collection, which is used in [27] , -the 71 matrices with more than 1000 rows in the Harwell-Boeing collection, which is used in [3, 27, 29] .
• 176 symmetric matrices in SuiteSparse Collection ::: the ::::::::::: SuiteSparse ::::::::: collection with the number of nonzeros between 1,000,000 and 100,000,000, excluding the ones whose problem kind :::: type : is "graph". :: ." : Duplicate matrices are excluded from the dataset, ; : that is, only one of the matrices with the same sparsity pattern is kept in the dataset. An error is encountered when HSL code MA67, which is included in the tested baseline algorithms, is run on eight matrices (boyd1, c-73, boyd2, lp1, c-big, ins2, TSOPF FS b39 c30 : , : and mip1), ; hence those eight matrices are excluded from the dataset as well. The resulting dataset 3 consists of 295 matrices.
Sensitivity analysis.
In this section, we analyze the effects of the following parameters (mentioned in section 5.1) on the resulting profile and the runtime of the moHP algorithm:
• t: threshold value for early stopping, : and • : maximum imbalance ratio allowed in each bipartitioning (2) . Note that 0 ≤ ≤ 1 for a bipartition. We test four different t values (1, 25, 250, and 2500) and two different values (0.50 and 0.90), ; : hence the number of compared parameter settings is eight. These experiments are conducted on the dataset of 295 matrices described in section 5.2. Figure 8 displays two performance profile plots [17] which compare the eight different parameter settings for the moHP algorithm. In these plots, label A − tB 1 https://github.com/seheracer/profilereduction 2 AA T is performed using MATLAB. refers to using = A and t = B. The plot in ::
on : the left compares these eight settings in terms of profile, whereas the plot in the right compares them in terms of runtime (of the moHP algorithm). Since we apply the weighted greed heuristic [27] for determining the internal ordering of each row/column block for t > 1 as mentioned in section 4.5, the runtime values include the runtime of that heuristic as well.
In a performance profile plot [17] , the line associated to a method a passing through a point (τ, f ) means that in 100f % of the instances, the result obtained by a is at most τ times worse than the best result obtained by the compared methods on the corresponding instance. So, the upper a line is, the better the method associated to that line performs.
In Figure 8 , the plot in the left shows that 0.90−t25 and 0.90−t1 perform the same and outperform the other parameter settings in terms of profile. Observe that for a fixed value, using a smaller t value improves profile except for going from t = 25 to t = 1. As the t value decreases, the rate of improvement in profile also decreases and converges to zero for t = 1. This finding is in agreement with the motivation of the early stopping scheme described in section 5.1. Also observe that for a fixed t value, = 0.90 performs better than = 0.50. This can be attributed to the fact that using = 0.90 poses a looser constraint compared to using = 0.50 , :::: and hence has a larger solution space, as mentioned in section 5.1. Although we only present the results for = 0.50 and = 0.90, we also tried using = 0.70. Expectedly, the performance of = 0.70 is better than that of = 0.50 but worse than that of = 0.90.
In Figure 8 , the plot in the right shows that 0.50−t2500 is the fastest setting, whereas 0.90 − t1 is the slowest one. Observe that using a smaller t value always increases the runtime of the moHP algorithm due to the reasons explained in section 5.1. Using a larger value also increases the runtime, which can be attributed AQ: Do you mean "the higher a line is"? to the enlargened :::::::
enlarged : solution space again. Considering both of these parameters, one consistent finding is that the runtime of the moHP algorithm increases as the resulting profile decreases. In the experiments given in sections 5.4 and 5.5, we use 0.90−t25 because it is one of the best performers along with 0.90−t1 in terms of profile : , and it is considerably faster than 0.90−t1.
Comparison against baseline algorithms.
In this section, we compare the performance of the moHP algorithm against those of four baseline algorithms, each of which consists of two phases. The heuristics used in these baseline algorithms constitute the state of the art in this field, as also confirmed by [4, 25] . In the first phase of our baseline algorithms, we use one of the following heuristics: RCM [21] , GibbsKing [22] , Sloan [40] , and HuScott [29] . For RCM, we use the implementation provided by Reid and Scott [35] in HSL code MC60 [12] . For GibbsKing, we use the efficient implementation provided by Lewis [31] in ACM Algorithm 582. For Sloan, we use the enhanced Sloan algorithm provided by Reid and Scott [35] in HSL code MC60 [12] . For HuScott, we use the multilevel hybrid algorithm provided by Hu and Scott [29] in HSL code MC73 [12] . In the second phase of each baseline algorithm, we use Hager 's exchange algorithm [27] provided by Reid and Scott [36] in HSL code MC67 [12] , because Reid and Scott [36] report that applying Hager's exchange algorithm as a second phase to certain profile reduction algorithms yields better results than using them separately. Then, the baseline algorithms against which we compare the proposed moHP algorithm are summarized as follows:
• RCMH (RCM+Hager): MC60 with JCNTL(1)=1 followed by MC67.
• GKH (GibbsKing+Hager): The ACM Algorithm 582 followed by MC67.
• SH (Sloan+Hager): MC60 with JCNTL(1)=0 followed by MC67.
• HSH (HuScott+Hager): MC73 followed by MC67. Each of these codes is used with default setting and compiled with gfortran version 4.9.2 with the -O2 optimization flag. The double-precision versions are used for the HSL codes. Figure 9 displays two performance profile plots comparing the proposed moHP algorithm against the baseline algorithms on the dataset of 295 matrices described in section 5.2. Similar to Figure 8 , the one in :: on : the left compares them in terms of profile, whereas the one in ::
on : the right compares them in terms of runtime. As seen in the plot in ::: on the left, moHP performs significantly better than each baseline algorithm in terms of profile. This can be attributed to the correct formulation of the profile minimization problem as an moHP problem as well as the solution of this problem via recursive bipartitioning utilizing the successful hypergraph partitioning tool PaToH [10] . Among the baseline algorithms, HSH outperforms the rest and is followed by SH and GKH in order. The plot in ::
on : the right shows that SH is the fastest algorithm, followed by HSH and GKH in order. The moHP algorithm, on the other hand, is the slowest algorithm, which can be explained with :::::::::
attributed :: to the expensive nature of hypergraph partitioning. As will be seen in section 5.5, the quality of the orderings obtained by the moHP algorithm may justify the runtime of the moHP algorithm. Figure 10 displays eight performance profile plots comparing the proposed moHP algorithm against the baseline algorithms in terms of profile, one for each problem kind :::
type : having at least ten matrices in our dataset of 295 matrices. The title of each plot displays the respective problem kind ::::
type and the number of matrices with that kind :::: type : in parentheses. As seen in the figure, except for kinds ::::: types : 2D/3D and Structural, ::: the : moHP algorithm performs significantly better than the baseline AQ: OK as edited? algorithms. In those problem kinds ::::: types, moHP is usually followed by HSH, SH, GKH, : and RCMH in order. For kind :::: type : Structural, moHP and HSH performs comparable ::::::: perform ::::::::::: comparably, followed by SH, GKH : , and RCMH in order. For kind ::::
type : 2D/3D, HSH performs better than all compared algorithms, followed by moHP, SH, GKH : , : and RCMH in order.
Factorization experiments.
In this section, we compare the moHP algorithm only against HSH, which achieves the smallest profile among the baseline algorithms on the average. For the evaluation, in addition to the profile and the ordering runtime, we also consider the factorization performance in a sparse solver, HSL code MA57 [12, 18] . MA57 solves sparse symmetric system(s) of linear equations by using a direct multifrontal method, which is based on a sparse variant of Gaussian elimination. We run MA57 on the matrices reordered by HSH and moHP with default settings, : and the ordering of each given matrix is kept as is by setting ICNTL(6)=1. The reader is referred to the manual 4 for the details of MA57. It is compiled with gfortran version 4.9.2 and ATLAS BLAS version 3.11.11.
We consider the following performance metrics obtained during the factorization, i.e., MA57BD:
• storage ::::::: Storage: the :::: The number of entries in factors (in millions), i.e., INFO(15)/10 6 .
• FLOP count: the number of floating-point operations for the elimination (in billions), i.e., RINFO(4)/10 9 .
• runtime :::::::
Runtime: the :::: The runtime of MA57BD (in seconds). We perform the MA57 experiments on a dataset containing only large matrices, derived from the dataset given in section 5.2. First, we included all matrices in the initial dataset with number of rows between 100,000 and 500,000. Then, we excluded each matrix whose factorization (MA57BD) takes longer than six hours when the subject matrix is reordered by HSH. The resulting dataset contains 32 matrices whose numbers of nonzeros range between 1,423,116 and 32,886,208. The properties 
A21
of those matrices and the performance results obtained on them are given in Table 1 . In this table, the matrices are sorted in the increasing order of the profile obtained by HSH. respectively, denote profile and ordering runtime. Column pairs 8-9, 10-11 and 12-13 respectively :::: 8-9, :::::: 10-11, ::::: and :::::: 12-13, :::::::::::: respectively, : denote storage, FLOP count : , : and runtime of MA57BD. In each column pair, we compare the performances of HSH and moHP in the respective metric and show the better result in boldface on each matrix. Note that column pair 6-7 ::: 6-7 : displays the runtime of the ordering algorithm, whereas column pair 12-13 ::::: 12-13 : displays the runtime of the factorization when the respective matrix is reordered by the corresponding algorithm.
As seen in Table 1 , HSH performs better than moHP in terms of profile on matrices with small profile, i.e., those on which HSH obtains profile smaller than 230 × 10 6 , except for matrices filter3D, d pretok : , and 2cubes sphere. In this set of matrices with small profile, although moHP obtains : a : larger profile than HSH on bmwcra 1 and : a : comparable profile on shipsec8 and shipsec1, it obtains smaller MA57BD runtime than HSH on these matrices. On all the matrices with large profile, i.e., those on which HSH obtains : a : profile larger than 230 × 10 6 , moHP performs better than HSH except for Lin.
As seen in Table 1 , HSH runs faster than moHP on all matrices except for Lin. However, when we consider the total runtime, which can be expressed as the sum of the ordering and factorization runtimes, moHP performs better than HSH on the matrices with large profile except for Lin. For example, consider the largest matrix among those given in Table 1 , which is dielFilterV3clx with 420,408 rows/columns and 32,886,208 nonzeros. The ordering runtime of moHP on this largest matrix is 102.3 seconds, which is the highest ordering runtime of the moHP algorithm in the given dataset. Even on this matrix, the total runtimes of HSH and moHPrespectively : , ::::::::::: respectively, : are 11.9 + 953.3 = 965.2 seconds and 102.3 + 743.3 = 845.6 seconds, so , moHP performs 965.2/845.6 = 1.14x better than HSH in terms of the total runtime. Similarly, consider the matrix with the largest profile, which is SiO2 with 155,331 rows/columns and 11,283,503 nonzeros. On this matrix, the total runtimes of HSH and moHPrespectively , :::::::::::: respectively, are 11.0 + 20,719.7 = 20,730.7 seconds and 62.7 + 15,324.9 = 15,387.6 seconds, so , moHP performs 20,730.7/15,387.6 = 1.35x better than HSH in terms of the total runtime. Hence, for the matrices with large profile, the better but slower orderings obtained by the moHP algorithm generally pay off very well since they significantly reduce the factorizaton ::::::::::: factorization runtimes.
6. Conclusion. We formulated the profile minimization problem as a constrained version of the hypergraph partitioning (HP) problem, which we refer to as the m-way ordered hypergraph partitioning (moHP) problem. For solving the moHP problem, we proposed the moHP algorithm, which utilizes the recursive bipartitioning approach. The moHP algorithm addresses the minimization objective of the moHP problem by utilizing fixed vertices and two novel cut-net manipulation techniques. We theoretically showed the correctness of the proposed moHP algorithm and described how the existing partitioning tools can be utilized in the moHP algorithm. We tested the performance of the moHP algorithm against the state-of-the-art profile reduction Table 1 Performance comparison of HSH and moHP in terms of profile, ordering runtime Proof. Recall that n i connects f i in H since it is left-anchored. In the base case, V = {v i } since there is exactly one free vertex. Then, |{v ∈V : φ(v) < φ(v i )}| = 0, ; hence, µ(n i , T H ) = |{v ∈V : φ(v) < φ(v i )}| holds. We assume µ(n i , T H ) = |{v ∈V : φ(v) < φ(v i )}| holds when the depth is less than k. We investigate the cases of n i being left-cut or not in the bipartition of H as follows.
1. n i is left-cut. n i is copied to both H L and H R by net duplication and it is left-right-anchored and left-anchored at H L and H R , respectively. By the inductive hypothesis, µ(n i , T Proof. Recall that both f i and v i are free vertices and connected by n i in H since n i is free. In the base case,V = {f i = v i } since there is exactly one free vertex. Then, |{v ∈V : φ(f i ) ≤ φ(v) ≤ φ(v i )}| − 1 = 0, ; : hence, µ(n i , T H ) = |{v ∈V : φ(f i ) ≤ φ(v) ≤ φ(v i )}|.
We assume µ(n i , T H ) = |{v ∈V : φ(f i ) ≤ φ(v) ≤ φ(v i )}| holds when the depth is less than k. We investigate the cases of n i being left-cut or not in the bipartition of H as follows.
1. n i is left-cut: n i is copied to both H L and H R by net duplication and it is right-anchored and left-anchored in H L and H R , respectively. By Lemma 4, µ(n i , T H L ) = |{v ∈V L : φ(v) > φ(f i )}|. By Lemma 5, µ(n i , T H R ) = |{v ∈ V R : φ(v) < φ(v i )}|. Notice that each vertex inV L is numbered before v i since v i ∈V R . Also notice that each vertex inV R is numbered after f i since f i ∈V L . Since n i is left-cut in the bipartition of H, we have 2. n i is not left-cut: Since n i is free in H, n i appears in only one of H L and H R wherein n i remains to be free. Consider a vertex v ∈V satisfying φ(f i ) ≤ φ(v) ≤ φ(v i ). If n i ∈ H L , v ∈V L , ; : otherwise, v ∈V R . Without loss of generality, assume that n i appears in only H L . Then, by the inductive hypothesis,
